


My email: james.galloway@det.nsw.edu.au 

Overview 
 

Hi there, 

 
For this week (beginning the 23rd August) please begin to work from your 
Visual Arts learn@home lesson Book 2. 
 
It contains tasks that you can complete at home in the booklet, in your 
Art Journal or on any drawing paper. 
 
All work books will also be posted on Google Classroom. 

 Google Classroom code 7-8VA1 - 4twvxac 
 Google Classroom code 7-8VA2 - 3muu6vq 
 Google Classroom code 7-8VA3 - zqpmc4o 

 

 

This week  23/08/21.  

This week’s work is around studying famous artists. The first is Paul Klee a famous painter/drawer and the 
second Ansel Adams a famous photographer. 

First:  Work on ‘Paul Klee’ drawings worksheet. 

Then: Work on ‘Ansel Adams’ - Who, When, Where, What, Why worksheet. 

Work can be returned for marking and review in any of the following ways: 

 ‘turn in’ as an attachment on Google Classroom under the booklet section  
 Email to my email address  
 Return with your learn@home pack for marking. 

If attaching to Google Classroom: 

 you could photograph your work with your phone and ‘share’ to your email address. 
 Then download and attach when you submit on Google Classroom. 
Remember your school email is yourlogin.name@education.nsw.gov.au  

If attaching to an email to send to me: 

 you could photograph your work with your phone and ‘share’ to my email address 
 
 
 

I wish you all the best and hope to see you soon ����  

Mr James Galloway 

Visual Arts  

mailto:james.galloway@det.nsw.edu.au
mailto:yourlogin.name@education.nsw.gov.au


 

 
 
 

Paul Klee was born in Switzerland and loved both music and art. He especially loved bright colors and a 

simple way of painting. He painted objects that encouraged people to feel emotions rather than just 
painting a realistic object. 

 
He liked to paint with a few lines as possible. Sometimes the objects 
or people he painted looked more like colors and shapes rather than 
the real thing. This is called abstract art. 

 
This painting is called Senecio, which means old man in Latin. Do you 
think it looks like an old man? How many colors can you identify? 

Can you list 5? 
 

1.    
 

2.    
 

3.    
 

4.    
 

5.    
 

How many SHAPES to do you see? 
 

Draw at least 5 of the shapes in the space below... 



 

 
 
 
 
 

What do you think the cat is thinking? 

Klee loved cats. He owned several cats and 

they roamed around his studio while he 

painted. 

This is a famous painting called, Cat and Bird. 

Why do you think Klee painted a picture of a 

bird on the cat’s forehead? 

 
 

 
 
Paul Klee is famous for saying, “A drawing is simply a line going for a walk.” Draw a line going for a walk in the box 
below…be creative use coloured pencils to fill the spaces, 
 



 
 

MCS   Galloway: ART-Photography-Computer Studies     Name: 

 

ARTIST STUDY  
Ansel Adams Mark  /20 
Photographer 

Ansel Adams, Mount Williamson, Sierra Nevada,                          
Rose and Driftwood, San Francisco, California (c. 1932)  from Manzanar, California, 1944    

 

INTRODUCTION 

Ansel Easton Adams was a landscape photographer and environmentalist known for his black-and-
white images of the American West. He helped found Group f/64, an association of photographers 
advocating "pure" photography which favored sharp focus and the use of the full tonal range of a 
photograph. 

 

Some useful Links:    

Google Search 

Ansel Adams, Photographer - A Biography 

Ansel Adams - Photographs, Yosemite & Facts - Biography 

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&rlz=1C1CHBD_en-GB&ei=1BDOXbKQMcX_rQHK4bi4CQ&q=ansel+adams
http://anseladams.com/about-ansel-adams/ansel-adams-biography/
https://www.biography.com/artist/ansel-adams


 

total) 

ALL MY OWN WORK  -  PLAGIARISM    WARNING : ‘copy and paste’ is plagiarism. 

Plagiarism is the "wrongful stealing and publication" of another author's “writing” and presenting it as your 
own original work. Use your own words to write about what someone else has written. 

2 

 

Who /1 

Name of Artist 

 

When /1 

Any specific dates (years) the artist worked or lived? 

Where              /2 

Where did the artist work & live? 

What               /4 

What is the artist known for doing? What type of art did they make? What forms (eg painting, 
drawing, printmaking or sculpture) did the artist work in? 

Why                /4 

Why did the artist do what they did?  

What has the artist or anybody said about what they did?   Also add some quotes too ;) 

 

Three artworks by the Artist         /6 

Include: Picture of Artwork + Title of Artworks + Dates made   

 3x   ( Image + Title + Date = 2 )   

So make sure you include the title of the work (what it is called) and when it was made (date). 

 

Bibliography     /2 

This is a list of the websites you used.  Copy and paste the URL’s here. 

Eg https://www.penguin.com.au/authors/sally-morgan 

https://www.penguin.com.au/authors/sally-morgan
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